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Zero gravity basketball tournament schedule

Hardscrabble Club (located at 22 Satoton Plus in Brewster, NY 10509 across the street from the former BSC) will be one of the host sites. To register, please zerogravity.com the Massachusetts Youth Travel Basketball Championships submitted by event managers, amateur organizations and youth teams. All Day, May 18, 2019 Venue Event Details:
Competitive Edge Sports, Henderson Road South, King of Pruss, PA, USA Tag(s): Chicago Home Basketball Tournament7/25-7/26/2020 Learn more New York - Upstate8/1-8/2/2020 More info New Hampshire8/7-8/9/2020 Info More Pennsylvania8/8-8/9/2020 More new Hampshire 8/14-8/16/2020 More Pennsylvania8/15-8/16/2020 Learn more a big ZG
event is a more competitive event than other zero gravity events throughout the season. These events allow competition between the best teams traveling regionally to compete. There is an extensive knockout format allowing for more games to be played on the road to the championship. ZG Majors will also hold more weight in ranking reviews. ZG Local ZG
Local Event is a more comfortable event based on local allowing for little to no travel between sites. These events are competing even at all levels. ZG local events are perfect for younger and beginner teams to dip their toes on the basketball club circuit! ZG exposure to tournament exposure is ideal for teams looking to gain exposure to college programs.
These are more competitive events, which often bring talent from across the region to compete at the highest level versus D2, D3, and Junior colleges. Showcases are specifically designed to give players a chance to be seen, better and play against the best in their area. The goal is to provide the best student athletes a chance to be seen by the best D2,
D3, and Junior colleges in the country. The showcase can differ from traditional matches in providing a combined style of play rather than a knockout format. Universal Division is the division's zero attraction tournament in Greater Boston for development middle school teams that still want professional tournament matchups. The goal for the Universal
department is to focus on the right skill level, while maintaining a professional environment. To make the plans as suitable as possible, teams will play only up to 4 games on a weekend, including the championship. To ensure competitive balance, any team that won the Universal League Division Championship will be at a higher level for the following
tournaments to compete in zero gravity events, all players must be confirmed. To confirm, players must either register in the National Sports ID or come with a copy of their newest report card that includes a date of birth (if no date of birth, please make both a report card and a copy of the birth certificate). Grade-based subdisposes should be used in both
girls Boys' section, for the following: third grade, fourth grade, fifth grade, sixth grade, seventh grade, eighth grade, ninth grade, 10th grade, Varsity. Class-based divisions should be used in both boys and girls sections for: third grade, fourth grade, fifth grade, sixth grade, seventh grade, eighth grade, ninth grade, 10th grade, Varsity.*Challenges must occur
before the game coaches must have a copy of their roster (printed or digital) at all times at zero gravity events including player names, numbers, and dates of birth. Players who are found to be illegal will be fired immediately, their coach will also be assessed a technical foul on any proven player who is incompetent. Coaches are only allowed to challenge up
to 3 players on the opposing team. If more than 1 player is proved illegal, a royalty will be assessed and the team is incompetent to advance. If the challenging coach is incorrect, he will be assessed a technical foul *More than one false challenge will lead to the dismissal of the age exception: the team contains a player who falls outside the age boundary but
is in the right degree of competition within a year. All age exception requests must be viewed to zero gravity in writing at least 5 days before the event. Without written confirmation of zero gravity, the requested age exception will not be honored. Any team with an age-exceptional player must play in Section A.Zero gravity basketball registers final possession
at the level of the playing teams coaches must verify all numbers in the book before the game starts. Coaches must have a copy of their roster (printed or digital) at all times at zero gravity events including player names, numbers, and dates of birth. Games will not begin before the scheduled time without the consent of the head coaches of both teams. Two
half-time 16-minute stops. Hours will run in the second half at any one time the lead is more than 20 points. When below 20 points, stoppage time resumes. (14 mins half for 3, 4, 5, and 6). Each team gets 3 timeouts per game (45 seconds). Teams will receive a timeout in overtime. (Timeouts will not carry over) on tenth fouls in each half, opposing teams 1
and 1 will shoot. On the 12th and every extra error, the opposing team will be firing 2 free throws. 2 free throw for technical shot error. In the third, fourth and fifth grades (and all divisions with the elementary tag), players are allowed to jump over the free throw line until the ball is released from behind the line. 3 minutes warm up the pre-game period and 2
minutes half-time. Any coach or player who receives two technical fouls will be left out of the game. All further disciplinary action will be determined by the tournament manager. Overtime will be 2 minutes with stoppage time. After 2 overtime the team will go to sudden death except in championship games and all games in the ZG and ZG State Finals. In
overtime, both teams get a timeout (No. Players will be disqualified when they commit their 6th foul. Girls and boys will have 10 seconds of back trial violations, all girls and boys in third-grade-6 will use a 28.5 ball. All seventh-grade boys and older will use 29.5 balls. If both coaches agree to use a 29.5, zero gravity will allow this. Pressing is allowed for all
degree levels. Exception: Third, fourth and fifth grades, pressing is only allowed in the second half. In addition, no pressing is allowed at any grade level if the lead is 20 points or more for the winning team. In third, fourth and fifth grades, full court and district defense were allowed only in the second half. (Half the court man only in the first half) when
determining which teams go into the knockout stages: in a two-team tie, if the teams have played each other, it is used head-to-head. If they don't, the tiebreaker goes to the point de-diyal (if it's also tied at the point, then the score is allowed and then the score is scored). In the case of a three-team tie, Die DieVal Point is used. In the case of a tie-determining
playoff progress when only one team has a losing win, DeE Diaval Point against a common opponent(s) will be used to settle the tie. *Application requests for parentheses cannot be made* Players are only allowed to play in a team; A player cannot play in more than one team in an age group. Zero gravity should be notified in writing before friday before the
tournament if a player is playing on multiple teams (playing the age group within his schedule). If a team loses a game, they can't advance from the pool of the game. In addition, any team that has no planned pool show or playoff matchup without notifying zero gravity site or tournament manager in writing will receive a written warning on the first violation of
this Act, receive a one-week ban on second violations, and a full season ban on third violations. The rule is in place to ensure teams have the best possible experience. Official complaints and objections should be submitted in writing to info@ZeroGravityBasketball.com zero attraction, expecting all players, coaches, parents, spectators and staff to act in an
appropriate manner. If a situation arises, ZG employees may remove a person from the site. Gravity will provide zero hours for each game. It is the responsibility of the home team to present the book only in the scorer's table. (The home team is the first team listed on the program). If n each of the two teams offered a book, the zero gravity score will be used
as the official scorer. Teams will be given 2 coach credentials and are required to wear them in order to enter the stadium, seeing the ticket person on each site for the coach's badges. *The administrator has the right to remove any unnecessary bench personnel, in all other circumstances the rules of high school will apply. Up Grace's 15-minute period from
the scheduled start of a game is allowed at the discretion of the zero gravity site administrator. Extra time will be allocated if a team is coming from another game in a separate zero gravity facility. *If a team chooses to start a game with 4 players, they can do so and the game will still count* In terms of a physical alteration, any player who leaves the bench to
participate will be suspended and suspended for the following game. In addition, if a player starts or participates in a physical dispute, they are withdrawn and suspended for the following game. Finally, on the occasion that a team engages in a physical dispute with several players, the team is suspended for the following game and loses the current game. *In
case of calling an on-game due to a physical dispute, the starting team will lose the game* The site manager/tournament manager will have final authority in all rulings, including tiebreakers. Teams that pull out of a tournament after the program is released will not receive a refund for the event. For any aggravating circumstances, please contact the
tournament manager. If a team participates in a no show game - they will not be allowed to participate next week. *Zero Gravity Basketball is not responsible for any lost or stolen items at events events*
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